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On the intricate tapestry of textile history, Angora wool takes centre stage. Its origins are deep-
ly woven into the ancient city of Ankara, Turkey. Picture its bustling streets and vibrant bazaars. 
Listen to the whispers of commerce and the soundtrack of artistry. Here, the soft and luxurious 
material made its debut. In the evenings, after the sun dipped below the horizon, craftsmen 
began the meticulous and carefully orchestrated manufacturing process: Skilled hands gently 
sheared the silky coat of Angora rabbits, carefully extracting the plush � bres before cleaning, 
carding, and spinning them into soft yarn. 

In the 18th century, Angora found its way across the Mediterranean Sea, and took the courts 
of French royalty by storm. Soon, noblemen and women alike were captivated by its unparal-
leled softness and sought to introduce the exquisite material to the European elite. Breeders 
began importing and cultivating the rabbits to further enhance the quality of their already 
luxurious coat. This marked the beginning of Angora’s ascent to prominence in the realms of 
aristocracy and fashion – a spell that remains unbroken until today. Due to the wool’s ability to 
provide warm without adding bulk, it has secured its place in the wardrobes of those who seek 
practicality and style: From smooth sweaters and cosy scarves to elegant shawls and timeless 
coats. Designers appreciate its versatility, using Angora to add a touch of opulence to their 
collections. 

With Angora Grey Paint� ow Premier, we extent the fascination of Angora beyond clothing 
– and bring its legacy of luxury into your home, turning whole rooms into soft embraces. 
Meanwhile, the realistic Paint� ow surface � nish mimics freshly painted wood – a nod to 
craftsmanship and skill. 

The muted beige of Angora Grey Paint� ow is enhanced by other soft and neutral colours 
such as Calla Bianca Supermatt and Nova Light Cashmere, creating a light and airy cocoon 
of cosiness. 
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Background information: 
RENOLIT Angora Grey Paint� ow is a soft, muted beige grey with 
the realistic Paint� ow surface � nish. It � ts perfectly within the 
increasingly popular light, neutral colour palette, creating a calm 
natural environment. 

Characteristics:
The Paint� ow surface texture highlights the distinct woodgrain 
engravings. In combination with the superior matt � nish, it creates 
an aesthetic that is exquisite both visually and by touch. 

Application:
Kitchen
Bathroom 
Interior Furniture

Perfectly combined with:
Calla Bianca Supermatt 
Nova Light Cashmere
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Calla Bianca Supermatt 

Nova Light Cashmere


